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Abstract
The recent interest in bisimulation congruences for reduction systems, stimulated by the research
on general (often graphical) frameworks for nominal calculi, has brought forward many proposals
for categorical formalisms where relevant properties of observational equivalences could be auto-
matically veriﬁed.
Interestingly, some of these formalisms also identiﬁed suitable categories where the standard tools
and techniques developed for the double-pushout approach to graph transformation [9] could be
recast, thus providing a valid alternative to the High-Level Replacement Systems paradigm [11].
In this paper we consider the category of term graphs, and we prove that it (partly) ﬁts in the
general framework for adhesive categories, developed in [19,26], extended in [12] and applied to
reduction systems in [24]. The main technical achievement concerns the proof that the category of
term graphs is actually quasi-adhesive, obtained by proving the existence of suitable Van Kampen
squares.
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1 Introduction
The presentation of the operational semantics for nominal calculi via reduction
systems [4,22] stimulated a renewed interest on graphical formalisms where to
encompass the presentation of both (abstract) processes and their behavior.
At the same time, it put forward an investigation of the relationship between
reduction formalisms, usually given by a set of states simply equipped with
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a transition relation, and labeled transition systems, in order to recover the
notion of behavioral equivalence in the reduction semantics framework [21,25].
Similar issues were raised also in the graph transformation community. On
the one hand, by the search of inductive (read: axiomatic) presentations of
graphs and their transformations [15,16]; on the other hand, by the devel-
opment of a presentation of the transformation relation by operational rules
in the sos style [8], as well as by the characterization of graph contexts for
discussing about bisimulations (the borrowed contexts introduced in [13]).
A promising tool for rejoicing these strands is represented by adhesive
categories, and their connection with the double-pushout (dpo) approach to
rewriting, as mediated by cospan categories (that is, categories where objects
are pairs of arrows with the same target). First of all, as shown in [19,26]
and generalized in [12], the adhesivity properties subsume practically all the
High-Level Replacement (hlr) conditions [11], which a category must satisfy
to ensure the validity of the standard theorems on concurrency and parallelism
for the dpo rewriting. At the same time, the (bi-)category of cospans associated
to an adhesive category oﬀers a framework where to recast the operational
semantics associated with dpo rewriting, usually given by means of matching
morphisms, via a standard reduction system; moreover, that (bi-)category is
amenable to deﬁne a labeled transition system semantics, which is furthermore
coincident with the one obtained via borrowed contexts [24].
Term graphs are a suitable test case for the adhesivity properties. On the
one hand, they share a natural connection with reduction semantics, since
they were originally introduced as an implementation device for eﬃcient term
rewriting; on the other hand, their graph-like presentation allows for discussing
if the adhesive framework may encompass diﬀerent graphical formalisms.
The main result of the present paper shows indeed that the category of
term graphs is quasi-adhesive, thus complementing our previous work reported
in [5,6,7]. There, we proposed ranked term graphs, equipped with operations on
them, as a tool for recasting term graphs and their rewriting in an inductive
setting (as done later for graphs in [15,16]). Even if we did not state this
explicitly, we were conscious that they represented categories of cospans, and
this drove our intuition on how these operations should behave.
Unfortunately, even if we are able to show the quasi-adhesivity of term
graphs, we are still far from presenting a coherent set of results. In fact, term
graph rewriting does not ﬁt well with the framework of adhesive grammars [19]
or adhesive HLR systems [12]. There are two sources of disagreement. First,
the format of the rules used in the literature for term graph rewriting is more
general than the format admissible for the hlr-style results in [12,19]. Second,
even if no restriction is imposed on rules, the matchings allowed in the adhesive
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framework for recovering the results on bisimulation and borrowed contexts
are too restrictive with respect to the matchings which are usually allowed
for in the literature on term graph rewriting. Still, these negative results can
be considered as suggestions for extending further the theory of adhesive cat-
egories and grammars, since term graph rewriting represents a well-known and
relevant case study which would be diﬃcult to simply overlook.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we introduce the cat-
egory of possibly cyclic, ﬁnite term graphs, and the main deﬁnitions concerning
adhesive categories, respectively. In Section 4 we prove that the category of
term graphs satisﬁes the relevant conditions for being quasi-adhesive, and in
Section 5 we discuss the (limited) applicability of this result. Finally, we draw
some conclusions and suggest directions of further possible work.
2 (Cyclic) Term Graphs
This section introduces (possibly cyclic, ﬁnite) term graphs, according to [2]
(as later revised in [7,23]).
Deﬁnition 2.1 (term graphs) Let Σ be a (one-sorted) signature, i.e., a
ranked set of operator symbols, and let arity be the function returning the
arity of an operator symbol, i.e., arity(f) = n iﬀ f ∈ Σn. A term graph G
(over Σ) is a triple G = 〈N, l, s〉, where N is a ﬁnite set of nodes, l : N ⇀ Σ
is a partial function called the labeling function, s : N ⇀ N∗ is a partial
function called the successor function, and such that
• dom(l) = dom(s), i.e., labeling and successor functions are deﬁned on the
same subset of N ; a node a ∈ N is called empty if n ∈ dom(l);
• for each node a ∈ dom(l), arity(l(a)) = length(s(a)), i.e., each non-empty
node has as many successor nodes as the arity of its label.
If s(n) = 〈n1, . . . , nk〉, ni is the i-th successor of n and we denote it by s(n)i.
A term graph is discrete if all its nodes are empty. For a term graph G we
often denote its components by NG, lG and sG, respectively. Moreover, N
∅
G
and NΣG denote the set of empty and non-empty nodes of G, respectively.
Deﬁnition 2.2 (term graph morphisms, category TGΣ) Let G, H be
two graphs. A (graph) morphism f : G → H is a function f : NG → NH that
preserves labelling and successors, i.e., such that for any a ∈ NΣG , lH(f(a)) =
lG(a), and sH(f(a))i = f(sG(a)i) for each i ∈ {1, . . . , arity(lG(a))}.
Term graphs over Σ and graph morphisms form a category denoted TGΣ.
In the rest of the paper we exploit the existence of the underlying set
functor U : TGΣ → Set from the category of term graphs to the category




























































Figure 1. A pushout square (i), left, and a commutative cube (ii), right.
of sets and functions, mapping each term graph G = 〈NG, lG, sG〉 to its set of
nodes U(G) = NG, and each morphism f : G → H to itself U(f) : NG → NH ,
considered as a function. It is straightforward to check that functor U has a
left adjoint, which maps a set X to the discrete term graph having X as nodes.
3 Adhesive and Quasi-Adhesive Categories
We recall here the deﬁnition of adhesive categories [19]. We do not provide
any introduction to basic categorical constructions such as products, pullbacks
and pushouts, referring the reader to Sections 5 and 9 of [3].
Deﬁnition 3.1 (adhesive categories) A category is called adhesive if
• it has pushouts along monos;
• it has pullbacks;
• pushouts along monos are Van Kampen (vk) squares.
Referring to Figure 1, a vk square is a pushout like (i), such that for each
commutative cube like (ii) having (i) as bottom face and the back faces of
which are pullbacks, the front faces are pullbacks if and only if the top face is
a pushout.
There are at least two properties of interest for adhesive categories. The
ﬁrst is that adhesive categories subsume many properties of hlr categories [12].
In other terms, this ensures that several results about concurrency and paral-
lelism are also valid for dpo rewriting in adhesive categories, if the rules of a
rewriting system are given by spans of monos [19].
The second fact is concerned with the associated category of linear cospans
(i.e., pairs of arrows with common target, where the ﬁrst is a mono). As
already suggested in [15], any dpo rule can be represented by a pair of
cospans (more explicitly, a rule L ← K → R is described by the pair
〈∅ ↪→ L ← K, ∅ ↪→ R ← K〉), and the bi-category freely generated from the
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rules represents faithfully all the derivations obtained using monos as match-
ing [16]. Furthermore, the resulting bi-category has relative pushouts [21],
hence it is possible to derive automatically a well-behaved behavioral equival-
ence [24], namely, a bisimulation equivalence which is also a congruence with
respect to the closure under (suitable) contexts.
3.1 Some generalizations of adhesive categories
As far as the theory of hlr systems is concerned, it has been observed that not
all known examples of hlr categories (according to [11]) are adhesive. The main
reason is that the deﬁnition of hlr categories is parameterized with respect
to a distinguished set of arrows: such a set coincides with the set of monos in
several concrete examples, but it is not always so; adhesivity is deﬁned instead
by requiring that all pushouts along monos are “well-behaved” (i.e., are vk
squares), a property that does not hold true in several hlr categories.
The previous observation led to two natural generalizations of adhesivity.
In [12], adhesive hlr categories are categories parameterized with respect to
a distinguished set of monos, satisfying suitable closure properties, and such
that only pushouts along those monos are required to be vk squares. Inde-
pendently, Lack and Sobocin´ski introduced the (less general) quasi-adhesive
categories [19,26], where, essentially, monos are replaced by regular monos.
Deﬁnition 3.2 (regular monos) A mono m : A ↪→ B is regular if it is the
equalizer of two suitable arrows. More explicitly, m is regular if there exist
an object C and two arrows f ′, f ′′ : B → C such that f ′ ◦ m = f ′′ ◦ m,
and the following universal property is satisﬁed: for each object A′ and arrow
m′ : A′ → B such that f ′ ◦m′ = f ′′ ◦m′, there is a unique mediating arrow
k : A′ → A such that m ◦ k = m′.
A category is quasi-adhesive if it satisﬁes the conditions of Deﬁnition 3.1 with
mono replaced by regular mono. Interestingly, most of the constructions done
for adhesive categories also work in this more general context [26].
4 Adhesive Properties of the Category of Term Graphs
It is quite simple to realize the following fact.
Fact 4.1 The category TGΣ is not adhesive.
The reason is straightforward, and it is basically spelled out in [10]: the
category TGΣ does not have pushouts for all spans of arrows, not even if one
arrow is mono. For example, let C, A and B be three term graphs having each
a single node, such that the node of C is empty, while those of A and B are
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labeled by two distinct operator symbols a and b of arity 0. Then the span
of the obvious (injective) morphisms C → A and C → B does not have a
pushout. By absurd, suppose that arrows A → D ← B close the span forming
a pushout; by commutativity, the image of the only node of A in D must
coincide with the image of the only node of B: but as morphisms preserve
labels, that node of D must have both a and b as labels, which is impossible.
A necessary and suﬃcient condition for the existence of pushouts in the
category of acyclic term graphs is established in [10], by exploiting the close
relationship between term graphs and standard terms. In fact, every term
graph morphism f : C → B induces a substitution σf associating with each
empty node x of C a term over Σ, obtained by unraveling graph B from node
f(x). Then two morphisms f : C → B and m : C → A have a pushout if and
only if the associated substitutions σf and σm unify. Thus the morphisms of
the example above do not have a pushout, as terms a and b do not unify.
The main result of this paper is the following theorem, and the rest of the
present section is dedicated to its proof.
Theorem 4.2 The category TGΣ is quasi-adhesive.
In proving the theorem, we will investigate the structure of the underlying
category, ﬁnding suitable characterizations for regular monos, pushouts and
pullbacks. Let us start with regular monos.
Proposition 4.3 A mono in TGΣ is regular iﬀ it preserves empty nodes,
i.e., if the image of each empty node is empty as well.
Proof For the if case, let us assume that m : A ↪→ B is a mono and that it
preserves empty nodes. Let NC = NB unionmulti ({1} × NB\m(A)) (where unionmulti denotes
disjoint union) be a set containing the nodes of B and an additional copy of
each node of B that is not in the image of m. Let the function f : NB → NC
be deﬁned as f(b) = b if b ∈ m(NA), and f(b) = 〈1, b〉 otherwise. Let C be the
term graph C = 〈NC , lC, sC〉, where partial functions lC and sC extends those
of B and are deﬁned in such a way that f : B → C is a well-deﬁned term
graph morphism: this is possible because m preserves empty nodes. Then it
is easy to check that m is an equalizer of f and the injection in of B into C:
if m′ : A′ → B is such that f ◦ m′ = in ◦ m′, then necessarily f(m′(a)) ∈
m(NA) for each a ∈ NA′ and this determines the unique mediating morphism
k : A′ → A such that m′ = m ◦ k.
Vice versa, let us suppose that m : A ↪→ B is an equalizer of two arrows
f ′, f ′′ : B → C, and let us assume by absurd that m does not preserve empty
nodes, i.e., that there exists node x ∈ N∅A such that lB(m(x)) = g for some
operator symbol g ∈ Σ. Now, let Aˆ be obtained from A by letting lAˆ(x) = g,
adding one empty node for each node of B which is a successor of m(x) and
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not in the image of m, and deﬁning sAˆ accordingly. Moreover, let mˆ : Aˆ → B
be the obvious extension of m: then we clearly have f ′ ◦ mˆ = f ′′ ◦ mˆ, but there
is no morphism k : Aˆ → A such that m ◦ k = mˆ, contradicting the hypothesis
that m is an equalizer. 
Next we prove that the category TGΣ has pushouts along regular monos
(as well as that regular monos are stable under pushouts).
Proposition 4.4 Let f : C → B, m : C ↪→ A be two morphisms in TGΣ,
such that m is a regular mono. Then there exists a pushout as in Figure 1 (i).
Furthermore, morphism n is a regular mono as well.
Proof Given f : C → B and m : C ↪→ A as in the statement, 3 let D =
〈ND, lD, sD〉 and morphisms g : A → D, n : B → D be deﬁned as
• the set ND and the functions g : NA → ND, n : NB → ND are the pushout
in Set of functions f : NC → NB and m : NC ↪→ NA. More explicitly,
ND = (NA ∪ NB)\≈, where ≈ is the smallest equivalence relation over
NA ∪NB such that m(c) ≈ f(c) for all c ∈ NC ; g(a) = [a]≈ for all a ∈ NA;
and n(b) = [b]≈ for all b ∈ NB. Notice that the function n : NB → ND is
injective, because monos in Set are stable under pushouts.




ta if ∃a ∈ N
Σ
A ∩ d . lA(a) = ta
tb if ∃b ∈ N
Σ
B ∩ d . lB(b) = tb
undeﬁned otherwise
Let us show that function lD is well deﬁned, namely that all nodes in d ∩
(NΣA ∪ N
Σ
B ) have the same label (in the corresponding term graph). Since
n : NB → ND is injective, there is at most one node in d ∩ N
Σ
B , thus it is
suﬃcient to consider the two cases below:
· Let a ∈ d ∩NΣA and b ∈ d ∩N
Σ
B . Since a ≈ b and n is injective, there is a
c ∈ NC such that m(c) = a and f(c) = b; m is regular, so a ∈ N
Σ
A implies
c ∈ NΣC , and since m and f are graph morphisms, lA(a) = lC(c) = lB(b).
· Let a, a′ ∈ d∩NΣA with a = a
′. By the injectivity of n and the deﬁnition of
≈, there exist c, c′ in NC such that m(c) = a, m(c
′) = a′, and f(c) = f(c′);
m is regular, so both c, c′ ∈ NΣC , and since f is a term graph morphism,
f(c) ∈ d∩NΣB . By applying twice the previous case, we get lA(a) = lA(a
′).
• The partial function sD : ND ⇀ N
∗
D is deﬁned, for all d ∈ ND in the domain
of lD and all i ∈ {1, . . . , arity(lD(d))}, as
3 Without loss of generality, we assume that NB ∩NA = ∅.




[a′]≈ if ∃a ∈ d ∩N
Σ
A . sA(a)i = a
′
[b′]≈ if ∃b ∈ d ∩N
Σ
B . sB(b)i = b
′
undeﬁned otherwise
The well-deﬁnedness of sD : ND → N
∗
D can be proved as for lD above, by
exploiting the regularity of m and the injectivity of n.
By construction, both n : B → D and g : A → D are well-deﬁned graph
morphisms, and g ◦ m = n ◦ f . Let us show that n : B → D is regular. Let
x ∈ N∅B, and suppose by absurd that [x]≈ ∈ N
Σ
D. As n is injective, there exist
a ∈ NΣA and c ∈ NC with m(c) = a and f(c) = x, but the regularity of m
implies that c ∈ NΣC , and thus f(c) = x ∈ N
Σ
B , yielding a contradiction.
We now prove that the resulting square is a pushout in TGΣ. So, let
n′ : B → D′ and g′ : A → D′ with g′ ◦m = n′ ◦ f : we have to show that there
is exactly one morphism k : D → D′ such that n′ = k◦n and g′ = k◦g. As the
underlying square in Set is a pushout, there is exactly one mediating function
k : ND → ND′: we only have to check that it is a morphism k : D → D
′, i.e.,
that it preserves the labeling and successor functions. Let d ∈ NΣD be a non-
empty node of D in the image of n; since n is regular, we have n−1(d) ∈ NΣB
and lD(d) = lB(n
−1(d)) because n is a morphism. Since n′ is a morphism as
well, we deduce lD(d) = lD′(n
′(n−1(d))) = lD′(k(d)). If instead d ∈ N
Σ
D is not
in the image of n, then by construction it is the image of a unique a ∈ NΣA ;
then lD(d) = lD′(k(d)) follows observing that both g and g
′ are morphisms.
The fact that k preserves the successor function can be proved similarly. 
The following characterization of pushouts along regular monos in TGΣ is
a direct consequence of the explicit construction given in the previous proof.
Corollary 4.5 Given a commutative square in TGΣ as in Figure 1 (i), with
m and n regular monos, the square is a pushout in TGΣ if and only if the
underlying square in Set is a pushout.
Now, we provide a characterization for pullbacks, thus proving that the
category TGΣ has all pullbacks (as well as that both monos and regular
monos are stable under pullbacks).
Proposition 4.6 Let g : A → D and n : B → D be two morphisms in TGΣ.
Then, there exists a pullback as in Figure 1 (i).
Furthermore, if morphism n is a (regular) mono, so is m as well.
Proof The pullback is given by the term graph C and the morphisms m :
C → A and f : C → B such that NC = {〈a, b〉 ∈ NA × NB | g(a) = n(b)};
lC(〈a, b〉) = lA(a) if both a ∈ N
Σ
A and b ∈ N
Σ
B , and undeﬁned otherwise;
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similarly for sC ; and m (resp. f) is the ﬁrst (resp. second) projection.
For the ﬁrst part, it is routine to check that m : C → A and f : C → B
do form a pullback. For the second point, this holds in any category because
limits (e.g., pullbacks) commute with other limits (e.g., equalizers). 
As for pushouts, the following characterization of pullbacks in TGΣ is a
direct consequence of the explicit construction given in the previous proof.
Corollary 4.7 Given a commutative square in TGΣ as in Figure 1 (i), if the
square is a pullback in TGΣ then the underlying square in Set is a pullback;
furthermore, assuming m and n to be regular monos, if the underlying square
in Set is a pullback then the square is a pullback in TGΣ.
Now, we conclude the proof of Theorem 4.2 by proving the proposition
below on vk squares.
Proposition 4.8 All pushouts along regular monos are vk squares in TGΣ.
Proof Assume a commutative cube as in Figure 1 (ii), where the bottom face
is a pushout, the back faces are pullbacks, morphisms m and n are regular
monos (and so is m′, by Proposition 4.6). We have to show that the top face
is a pushout iﬀ the front faces are pullbacks. For this, we exploit the fact that
Set is adhesive [19] and the results above relating pushouts and pullbacks in
TGΣ with corresponding diagrams in Set. In fact, by the hypotheses and by
Corollary 4.5 and Corollary 4.7, the underlying cube in Set has a pushout as
bottom face, with m and n mono, and the back faces are pullbacks.
Now for the if case, if the front faces of the original diagram are pullbacks
in TGΣ, then the corresponding faces are pullbacks in the underlying diagram
in Set, and since Set is adhesive, we deduce that the top square is a pushout
in Set. Then the fact that the top square of the original diagram is a pushout
follows by Corollary 4.5, observing that by Proposition 4.6 also n′ is regular.
For the only if case, let us assume that the top face is a pushout in TGΣ;
as m′ is regular, so is n′ by Proposition 4.4. The square underlying the top
face is a pushout in Set by Corollary 4.5, hence the front faces are pullbacks
in Set by adhesivity. Then the front face to the right is a pullback in TGΣ, by
Corollary 4.7 and regularity of n and n′. Things are slightly more complicated
for the front face to the left, as it is not along regular monos. Suppose by
absurd that it is not a pullback in TGΣ: as it is a pullback in Set, there must
exist an x ∈ N∅A′ such that g
′(x) ∈ NΣD′ and a(x) ∈ N
Σ
A . As the top face is a
pushout in TGΣ and m
′, n′ are regular, there must exist z ∈ N∅C′ such that
m′(z) = x, f ′(z) ∈ NΣB′ , and n
′(f ′(z)) = g′(x). As the back face to the left
commutes and m is regular, c(z) ∈ NΣC . Summarizing, there is a z ∈ N
∅
C′ with
f ′(z) ∈ NΣB′ and c(z) ∈ N
Σ
C , thus implying that the back face to the right is












Figure 2. The rule encoding f(x, a)→ g(x, b).
not a pullback in TGΣ, which contradicts the hypotheses. 
5 Discussion
Can the applications devised for quasi-adhesive categories, and brieﬂy de-
scribed in Section 3, be used for the category of term graphs? All the dpo
trappings can be recast, as long as the rules are spans of regular monos. Unfor-
tunately, this does not hold for most of rule formats occurring in applications.
As recalled in the Introduction, term graph rewriting has been introduced
originally as an implementation device for eﬃcient term rewriting. Therefore
the term graph rewriting rules considered in the literature most often are those
obtained from the encoding of a term rewriting system. Now, if we consider
the dpo rule encoding a standard (left-linear, non-collapsing) term rewriting
rule, the two arrows are mono, but not regular mono. If the rule is collapsing,
like I(X) → X, then the right-hand side morphism is not even mono. In fact,
the standard dpo rule encoding such a term rule S → T (where we assume
that neither S nor T is a variable, that all variables of T appear in S, and
that no variable occurs twice in S) has the form (L ←↩ K ↪→ R), where [6,18]
• L is a term graph representing S;
• K is obtained from L by making empty the node labeled with the top
operator of S, call it r, and K ↪→ L is the corresponding inclusion;
• R is obtained by adding to K the representation of the right-hand side T ;
K → R maps node r to the top node of T , and for the rest it is the inclusion.
Thus, neither inclusion is regular, because the empty node r is mapped to the
non-empty nodes labeled by the top operators of the left- and right-hand sides
of the rule, respectively. This is necessary, since it allows to apply the rule in
any context: all pointers to S are redirected to T .
As an example, let us consider the rule depicted in Figure 2. The graph
on the left-hand side represents the syntactical tree for the term f(x, a) (note
that the node identiﬁer x is arbitrary, and it is used only to identify the two
morphisms forming the rule); the graph on the center has two empty nodes:
the one identiﬁed by r is mapped on the node labeled by f to the left, and on
the node labeled by g to the right; ﬁnally, the graph on the right-hand side
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represents the syntactical tree for g(x, b), plus an additional node labeled a. If
it is not shared in the graph to which the rule is applied, the latter node may
turn out to represent just some kind of garbage.
As a matter of fact, the above considerations constraint dramatically the
format of term graph rules to which the nice results about parallelism and
concurrency can be applied. In fact, in order to ensure that the left-hand
side morphism is a regular mono, a rule either does not remove anything (the
left-hand side is an isomorphism), or it implements a kind of head-reduction,
because the operator(s) it removes cannot be the successor(s) of any node pre-
served by the reduction. Symmetrically, the right-hand side morphism is either
an isomorphism, or it can add arbitrary subgraphs which become garbage,
because they cannot be reached, via a directed path, from any node of the
left-hand side. Rules respecting such constraints include those implementing
the distributed removal of garbage (as shown in [7], rewriting rules deleting
the garbage also delete the top node, thus they are regular), but in general
these rules seem to bear little relevance for applications.
More interestingly, the head-reduction constraint is the kind of restriction
which is usually adopted in the graphical encoding for process calculi, where
in general a rewriting step has to be performed only at the top level [14,20].
We plan to follow up this thread in later works.
Also concerning the associated cospan reduction systems we have an in-
termediate state of aﬀairs. In fact, the cospan framework is general enough to
allow for simulating dpo transformations based on arbitrary (not even mono)
rules, and on arbitrary matchings. Additionally, in this framework the no-
tion of concurrent derivation coincides with the one adopted in the dpo set-
ting [15,16]. However, the existence of relative pushouts seems to be ensured
only for left-linear cospans, which means, concretely, that the matching morph-
isms are constrained to be injective. Such an assumption, unfortunately, looks
at the present stage too restrictive with respect to the standard deﬁnitions
of term graph rewriting in the literature. Still, recent contributions to the
theory of graph transformation [10,17] have shown that there is some ﬂexibil-
ity in the interplay between rules and matchings: in certain situations it can
be convenient to impose constraints on the matching (tipically, injectivity),
while relaxing the assumptions on the rules. These considerations deserve an
in-depth analysis, which however falls beyond the scope of this paper.
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6 Conclusions
In this paper we investigated how far term graph rewriting can be recast into
the framework of adhesive grammars, which have been introduced recently as
a generalization of the dpo approach to graph rewriting for arbitrary categories
equipped with “well-behaved” pushouts.
The main technical result is the proof that the category of term graphs
is quasi-adhesive. This implies that standard theorems about parallelism and
concurrency are valid for term graph rewriting systems whose rules are spans
of regular monos. Unfortunately, as discussed in the last section, the standard
rules used in applications do not enjoy this property, thus such results are
not widely applicable. Still, rules modeling head-reduction are indeed formed
by a span of regular monos, and they arise naturally when modelling process
calculi: this is a topic that we plan to explore in the future.
Further investigations are also needed in order to understand how far the
results about bisimilarity in the associated cospan bi-category [24] are ap-
plicable to term graph rewriting, possibly restricting to injective matchings.
It is worth stressing here that the notion of bisimulation identiﬁed in this
framework is quite diﬀerent from the bisimilarity relation studied in [1], which
basically relates those term graphs which unfold to isomorphic trees.
Finally, let us mention a possible alternative way to prove the validity of
the parallelism and concurrency theorems for term graph rewriting, suggested
to us by Detlef Plump. The idea is to look at term graphs as hypergraphs
satisfying some additional conditions (as in [10,18]), and to perform the dpo
construction in the super-category of hypergraphs: this can be done safely after
proving that the given rules, when applied to term graphs, return hypergraphs
which are indeed term graphs. Then the validity of the above-mentioned the-
orems should follow from the adhesivity of the category of hypergraphs [26],
just by checking suitable closure properties of the relevant rules. We ﬁnd this
approach very interesting and worth to be investigated further, even if it is
not directly related to the main technical result of the present paper.
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